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Abstract

In this paper, the problem of designing a parameter-scheduled state-feedback con-
troller is investigated. The paper presents an extension of the classical regional
pole placement, H2 control and H∞ control problems, so as to satisfy new spec-
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using the existing ones, the controller can be designed in such a way that different
values of these parameters imply different regions where the closed-loop poles
are situated, or different performances in the H2 or H∞ sense. The proposed
approach is derived within the so-called Lyapunov shaping paradigm, where a
single quadratic Lyapunov function is used for ensuring stability and desired per-
formances in spite of arbitrary parameter time variation. The problem is analyzed
in the continuous-time LPV case, even though the developed theory could be ap-
plied to LTI systems in cases when it is desired to vary the control system perfor-
mances online. Results obtained in simulation demonstrate the effectiveness and
the relevant features of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) have emerged as a pow-
erful formulation and design technique for a variety of linear control problems
[1]. Indeed, a wide range of problems arising in systems and control theory can
be reduced to convex optimization problems that involve LMIs, that are appeal-
ing from a practical standpoint, since they can be solved by efficient algorithms.
Among the problems that lead to LMIs, there are: regional pole placement, H∞

performance and H2 performance [2].
The design of control laws that place the closed-loop poles of the system to

be controlled at some desired location of the complex plane is one of the most
relevant problems in control theory. Historically, the problem of exact pole place-
ment, where closed-loop poles are required to lie at some desired location, was
studied at the beginning [3]. However, in cases where exact pole placement is
not required, regional pole placement, where closed-loop poles have to be placed
within a prescribed region of the plane, is sufficient. Remarkable results were
obtained in [2], where the problem of designing state- or output- feedback H∞

controllers that satisfy additional constraints on the closed-loop pole location was
addressed. Sufficient conditions for feasibility, expressed in terms of LMIs easily
tractable from a numerical point of view, were derived for a general class of con-
vex regions of the complex plane. [2] started from an extension of the Lyapunov
characterization of stability made in [4], so as to obtain LMI-based conditions for
pole clustering, obtained with the introduction of the so-called LMI Regions.

In [5], a parameter-dependent Lyapunov approach has been used to deal with
constant or time-varying uncertainty, obtaining less conservative results in the
case of slow parametric variations. Further research has aimed to achieve many
objectives, among which to enforce robustness [6] or to solve the pole placement
problem for filter design [7]. The big amount of articles appeared in the last
decade, e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], demonstrates that the regional pole placement
problem is still a hot topic of investigation.

On the other hand, a lot of research performed in the last decades has in-
volved two performance measures: the H2 and the H∞ norms, both defined in
the frequency-domain for stable transfer matrices. The H2 optimal control theory
was heavily studied in the 1960s as the linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) optimal
control theory. On the other hand, the H∞ optimal control theory, introduced
in an input-output setting [14], reached a mature state in the late 1980s, when
it was completed with state space formulations [15] and comprehensive compar-
isons with the H2 control problem [16].
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an H∞ controller of
any order were given in terms of LMIs in [17] and [18]. These LMIs correspond
to the inequality counterpart of the H∞ Riccati equations. Additional flexibil-
ity in the H∞ control design has been introduced through the use of parameter-
dependent quadratic Lyapunov functions in [19]. A systematic design technique
that combines the good aspects of both H2 and H∞ methods has been developed
later in [20]. Similar to the regional pole placement case, the H2 and H∞ control
problems have been the subject of recent research, e.g. [21, 22].

Polytopic systems constitute an important field for regional pole placement
and H2/H∞ application. The polytopic representation is one of the most used
approaches for describing uncertainty or variability of the parameters in linear
parameter-varying (LPV) systems. Looking at [2, 5, 19, 7, 21, 8, 12, 13], it can
be seen that a lot of effort has been put in developing techniques for regional pole
placement and H2/H∞ control of polytopic systems, taking advantage of some
useful properties of LMIs that allow to assure that their satisfaction at some points,
i.e. the vertices of the polytope, implies their satisfaction in all points inside the
polytope.

In this work, the problem of designing a parameter-scheduled state-feedback
controller is investigated. The main novelty and contribution of this paper is to
take advantage of the properties of polytopes and LMIs to solve new problems,
that can be seen as extensions of the classical regional pole placement control, H2
control and H∞ control problems, that will be referred to as shifting pole place-
ment control, shifting H2 control and shifting H∞ control. In these new problems,
by introducing some parameters, or using the existing ones, the controller can be
designed in such a way that different values of these parameters imply different
regions where the closed-loop poles are situated, or different performances in the
H2 or H∞ sense. This paper constitutes an extension of [23], where only the case
of shifting pole placement control was considered.

From a practical point of view, reasons for which such a problem can be of in-
terest include all situations where some performance degradation could be desir-
able, e.g. high/low-gain control, control of systems with saturation non-linearities
[24], graceful performance degradation for active fault-tolerant control [25] and
actuator health degradation avoidance [26].

As in [27], the proposed approach is derived within the so-called Lyapunov
shaping paradigm, where a single quadratic Lyapunov function is used for ensur-
ing stability and desired performances in spite of arbitrary parameter time varia-
tion, and consequently the obtained results are in some way conservative. Other
types of Lyapunov functions could be considered in order to reduce such con-
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servativeness, e.g. parameter-dependent [28, 19] or piecewise [29] ones, but the
application of such functions goes beyond the goal of this paper. The problem is
analyzed in the case of continuous-time LPV systems, even though the developed
theory could be applied to LTI systems in cases when it is desired to vary the
control system performances online. It should be stated that the multiple model
(MM) [30] or the fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno (TS) [31, 32, 33] paradigms could be con-
sidered instead of the LPV one. According to [34, 35, 36], these paradigms are
very similar, thus the results obtained in this work could be easily extended to MM
and TS systems. Results obtained in simulation are presented, demonstrating the
effectiveness and the relevant features of the proposed approach.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the notation used throughout
the paper is explained, along with some definitions and known results that are a
starting point for the rest of the paper. In Section 3, the approach for the design of
parameter-scheduled state-feedback controller using shifting specifications, that is
the main topic of this paper, is outlined for the LPV case. In Section 4, an example
is used to show an application of the proposed approach. Finally, conclusions are
outlined in Section 5.

2. Background

For real symmetric matrices M, the notation M > 0 stands for positive definite
and indicates that all the eigenvalues of M are positive. Similarly, M < 0 means
negative definite, that is, all the eigenvalues of M are negative. The symbol ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product of matrices [37], and the notation M = [mkl]1≤k,l≤m
means that M is an m×m matrix with generic entry mkl . Finally, a matrix polytope
is defined as the convex hull of a finite number of matrices Hi with the same
dimensions:

Co{Hi, i = 1, . . . ,N}=

{
N

∑
i=1

αi(θ)Hi,αi(θ)≥ 0,
N

∑
i=1

αi(θ) = 1

}
(1)

Let D be a subregion of the complex left half plane. A continuous-time dy-
namical system ẋ(t) = Ax(t) is called D-stable if all its poles lie in D , that is, all
the eigenvalues of the matrix A lie in D (then, the matrix A is called D-stable). In
[2], a class of regions suitable for LMI-based synthesis is defined as follows:

Definition 1. [2] A subset D of the complex plane is called an LMI region if there
exist a symmetric matrix α = [αkl] ∈ Rm×m and a matrix β = [βkl] ∈ Rm×m such
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that:
D = {z ∈ C : fD(z)< 0} (2)

with the characteristic function fD(z) defined as:

fD(z) = α + zβ + z̄β
T = [αkl +βklz+βlkz̄]16k,l6m (3)

where z̄ is the complex conjugate of z.

In other words, an LMI region is a convex subset of the complex plane that
is representable by an LMI in z and z. In [2], it is shown that LMI regions not
only include a wide variety of typical clustering regions, but also form a subset of
the convex regions that are symmetric with respect to the real axis, covering most
practical needs for control purposes. Among the regions that are representable as
LMI regions, there are:

• Left-hand semiplanes Re(z)< λ

α =−2λ β = 1

• Right-hand semiplanes Re(z)> λ

α = 2λ β =−1

• Disks of radius r and center (−q,0)

α =

(
−r q
q −r

)
β =

(
0 1
0 0

)
• Horizontal strips −ω < Im(z)< ω

α =

(
−2ω 0

0 −2ω

)
β =

(
0 1
−1 0

)
Pole location in a given LMI region can be characterized in terms of the m×m

matrix:

MD(A,X) =α⊗X+β⊗(AX)+β
T⊗(AX)T =

[
αklX +βklAX +βlkXAT ]

1≤k,l≤m
(4)

through the following theorem:
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Theorem 1. [2] The matrix A is D-stable if and only if there exists a positive
definite symmetric matrix X = XT > 0 such that:

MD(A,X)< 0 (5)

Proof: See [2]. �

MD in (4) and fD(z) in (3) are related by the substitution (X ,AX ,XAT )↔
(1,z, z̄).

The H∞ norm measures the system input-output gain for finite energy sig-
nals. A constraint on the H∞ norm can be interpreted as a disturbance rejection
performance. It is defined as follows:

Definition 2. [38] For a continuous-time stable real-rational transfer matrix P(s),
the H∞ norm is defined as:

‖P(s)‖
∞
= sup

ω∈R
σmax (P( jω)) (6)

where σmax(M) stands for the largest singular value of the matrix M.

Consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system described by:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bww(t)+Buu(t) (7)

z∞(t) =Cz∞
x(t)+Dz∞ww(t)+Dz∞uu(t) (8)

where x(t) ∈ Rnx is the system state, w(t) ∈ Rnw is a vector of exogenous inputs
(such as reference signals, disturbance signals, sensor noise), u(t) ∈ Rnu is the
control input, z∞(t) ∈ Rnz∞ is a vector of output signals related to the H∞ perfor-
mance of the system, and A, Bw, Bu, Cz∞

, Dz∞w, Dz∞u are matrices of appropriate
dimensions. Also consider that the system (7)-(8) is under state-feedback control:

u(t) = Kx(t) (9)

and let Tz∞w(s) denote the transfer function from w to z∞, and (Acl,Bcl,Ccl∞,Dcl∞)
one of its possible state-space realizations. The H∞ norm constraint ‖Tz∞w(s)‖∞

<
γ is equivalent to the existence of a positive-definite symmetric matrix X∞ = XT

∞ >
0 such that [2]:  AclX∞ +X∞AT

cl Bcl X∞CT
cl∞

BT
cl −I DT

cl∞
Ccl∞X∞ Dcl∞ −γ2I

< 0 (10)
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This result is known as bounded real lemma (BRL) [39].
The H2 norm is equal to the root-mean-square of the impulse response of the

system. It measures the steady-state covariance (or power) of the output response
to a unit white noise input. It is defined as follows:

Definition 3. [40] For a continuous-time stable real-rational transfer matrix P(s),
the H2 norm is defined as:

‖P(s)‖2 =

√√√√√ 1
2π

+∞∫
−∞

Tr (P( jω)HP( jω))dω (11)

Consider an LTI system described by (7) and by:

z2(t) =Cz2x(t)+Dz2uu(t) (12)

where z2(t) ∈ Rnz2 is a vector of output signals related to the H2 performance of
the system, and Cz2 , Dz2u are matrices of appropriate dimensions. Also consider
that the system (7) and (12) is under state-feedback control (9), and let Tz2w(s) de-
note the transfer function from w to z2, and (Acl,Bcl,Ccl2,Dcl2) one of its possible
state-space realizations. The H2 norm constraint ‖Tz2w(s)‖2 < ν is equivalent to
the existence of a positive definite symmetric matrix X2 =XT

2 > 0 and a symmetric
matrix Y = Y T such that [2]:

trace(Y )< ν
2 (13)(

Y Ccl2X2
X2CT

cl2 X2

)
> 0 (14)

AclX2 +X2AT
cl +BclBT

cl < 0 (15)

Finally, let us recall the definition of linear parameter-varying (LPV) systems.
Following the terminology of [41], LPV systems are linear time-varying (LTV)
plants whose state-space matrices are fixed functions of some vector of varying
parameters θ(t) ∈ Θ⊂ Rnθ . For example, the LPV version of a system described
by (7), (8) and (12) is the following:

ẋ(t) = A(θ(t))x(t)+Bw (θ(t))w(t)+Bu (θ(t))u(t) (16)

z∞(t) =Cz∞
(θ(t))x(t)+Dz∞w (θ(t))w(t)+Dz∞u (θ(t))u(t) (17)

z2(t) =Cz2 (θ(t))x(t)+Dz2u (θ(t))u(t) (18)
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Definition 4. [27] The LPV system (16)-(18) is called polytopic when it can be
represented by state-space matrices whose dependence on the parameter vector
θ , that ranges over a polytope, is affine: A(θ(t)) Bw (θ(t)) Bu (θ(t))

Cz∞
(θ(t)) Dz∞w (θ(t)) Dz∞u (θ(t))

Cz2 (θ(t)) 0 Dz2u (θ(t))


∈Co


 Ai Bw,i Bu,i

Cz∞,i Dz∞w,i Dz∞u,i
Cz2,i 0 Dz2u,i

 , i = 1, . . . ,N


(19)

3. State-feedback using shifting specifications

Consider the LPV system given by (16)-(18), and divide the nθ -dimensional
set Θ into three subsets, i.e. an nθs-dimensional set Θs, an nθr-dimensional set Θr,
and an nθp-dimensional set Θp, such that:

Θ = Θs×Θr×Θp (20)

where × denotes the Cartesian product of sets. Then, the vector of varying pa-
rameters θ(t) can be written as:

θ(t) =
[

θs(t) θr(t) θp(t)
]T (21)

where θs(t) are varying parameters used to schedule the controller (they would
correspond to variables that can be either measured or estimated), θr(t) are pa-
rameters that are not used to schedule the controller, and against whose variation
robustness must be guaranteed (they would correspond to unmeasurable variables
that cannot be estimated, but also to the unknown but bounded uncertainties af-
fecting the system, e.g. the ones arising from noise or estimation errors in the
variables θs(t) and θp(t) [42]), and θp(t) are varying parameters used to schedule
not only the controller as in the case of θs(t), but also the shifting specifications
D (θp(t)), γ (θp(t)) and ν (θp(t)), defined formally in the following. Θs, Θr and
Θp are assumed to be polytopes, such that:

θs(t) =
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))θs,i with
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t)) = 1 and si (θs(t))≥ 0 ∀i (22)

θr(t) =
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))θr, j with
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t)) = 1 and r j (θr(t))≥ 0 ∀ j

(23)
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θp(t) =
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))θp,h with
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t)) = 1 and πh (θp(t))≥ 0 ∀h

(24)
with S, R and P the number of vertices, denoted by θs,i, θr, j and θp,h, of Θs, Θr
and Θp, respectively. Then, Θ is a Cartesian product of polytopes [43], such that:

θ(t) =
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))θi jh (25)

where θi jh is defined as:

θi jh =
[

θs,i θr, j θp,h
]T (26)

In the following, the problem of designing the controller:

u(t) = K (θs(t),θp(t))x(t) (27)

so as to satisfy one of the following specifications:

• shifting pole placement

• shifting bound on the H∞ norm

• shifting bound on the H2 norm

is considered.

Remark 1. Despite in this paper the problem of design using shifting specifica-
tion is considered for the case of LPV systems, the proposed method is useful for
LTI systems too. In this case, a vector θp(t), exogenous with respect to the sys-
tem to be controlled, is introduced, and used to schedule the controller, such that,
even though the plant to be controlled is LTI, the overall system is LPV and the
mathematical reasoning developed hereafter can be applied. The reason to do so
is that in this way the performance of the closed-loop system can be varied in time
according to some criterium, e.g. energetic issues. The introduction of an exoge-
nous θp(t) can also be done in the case of LPV systems, when it is desired to vary
the performances according to criteria that are not connected with the intrinsec
varying parameters of the LPV system.
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3.1. Shifting pole placement for LPV systems
Following the definition of poles for LPV systems provided by [44], let us de-

fine, for a given value θ ∗p of θp(t), σ(θ ∗p) as the set of all the poles of the LTI sys-
tems obtained from (16)-(18) by freezing θs(t) and θr(t) to all their possible values
θ ∗s and θ ∗r in Θs and Θr, respectively. The problem considered hereafter, and de-
noted as shifting pole placement problem in the following, consists in designing
the controller (27) such that σ(θp(t)) ∈ D (θp(t)) ∀θp ∈ Θp, where D (θp(t)) is
an LMI region whose characteristic function depends on θp(t), as follows:

fD (z,θp(t)) = α (θp(t))+ zβ (θp(t))+ z̄β (θp(t))
T

= [αkl (θp(t))+βkl (θp(t))z+βlk (θp(t)) z̄]1≤k,l≤m
(28)

In this case, the shifting pole placement problem is solved if there exist a
symmetric positive definite matrix X = XT > 0 and an LPV state-feedback gain
K (θs(t),θp(t)) such that:

MD(θp(t)) (A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)) ,X)

= α (θp(t))⊗X +β (θp(t))⊗ [(A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))X ]

+β (θp(t))
T ⊗ [(A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))X ]T =

{
αkl (θp(t))

+βkl (θp(t)) [A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t))]X

+βlk (θp(t))X [A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t))]
T
}

1≤k,l≤m
< 0

(29)
holds for each θ ∈Θ.

It can be shown that the definition of shifting pole placement allows to vary in
time the transient performance of the closed-loop system, i.e. its decay or growth
rate. This is demonstrated by the following theorem, that is based on the results
provided by [6] and [45] for the case of the classical regional pole placement.

Theorem 2. Consider a parameter-varying LMI region D (θ(t)) with character-
istic function:

fD(θ(t)) (z,θ(t)) = α (θ(t))+ zβ (θ(t))+ z̄β (θ(t))T (30)

and assume that the continuous-time dynamical system:

ẋ(t) = A(θ(t))x(t) (31)

is quadratically D (θ(t))-stable, i.e. there exists X = XT > 0 such that:

MD(θ(t)) (A(θ(t)) ,X)=α (θ(t))⊗X+β (θ(t))⊗XA(θ(t))+β (θ(t))T⊗A(θ(t))T X < 0
(32)
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for all θ ∈Θ. Then, the quadratic function V (x(t)) = x(t)T Xx(t) satisfies, for all
x(t) , 0:

V̇ (x(t))
2V (x(t))

∈D (θ(t))∩R (33)

Proof: The proof resembles the ones provided by [6] and [45]. Multiplying (32)
left and right by I⊗ x(t)T and I⊗ x(t) respectively, the following is obtained for
all x(t) , 0:

α (θ(t))⊗ x(t)T Xx(t)+β (θ(t))⊗ x(t)T XA(θ(t))x(t)+β (θ(t))T ⊗ x(t)T A(θ(t))T Xx(t)< 0
(34)

Then, recalling that V̇ (x(t))/2 = x(t)T XA(θ(t))x(t) = x(t)T A(θ(t))Xx(t), and
dividing by V (x(t)), the following is obtained:

α (θ(t))⊗1+β (θ(t))⊗ V̇ (x(t))
2V (x(t))

+β (θ(t))T ⊗ V̇ (x(t))
2V (x(t))

< 0 (35)

which, by definition of D (θ(t)), ensures:

V̇ (x(t))
2V (x(t))

∈D (θ(t)) (36)

that completes the proof. �

Looking at Theorem 2, it can be seen that using a shifting pole placement specifi-
cation, it is possible to modify online the constraint on the minimum decay rate (if
D (θ(t)) is contained in the left half plane), or the maximum possible growth rate
of the Lyapunov function used to assess the D (θ(t))-stability. From a practical
point of view, it is possible to vary online other transient performance, e.g. the
damping characteristics.

However, condition (29) cannot be used for the controller design, since it im-
poses an infinite number of constraints. This difficulty can be alleviated under
the assumptions that β (θp(t)) is a constant matrix, that Bu (θ(t)) only depends
on θr(t), and that the matrices α (θp(t)), A(θ(t)), Bu (θr(t)) and K (θs(t),θp(t))
vary polytopically as follows:

α (θp(t)) =
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))αh (37)

A(θ(t)) =
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))Ai jh (38)
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Bu (θr(t)) =
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))Bu, j (39)

K (θs(t),θp(t)) =
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))Kih (40)

Looking at the examples of LMI regions given in Section 2, it can be seen that the
assumption of constant β matrix corresponds to fixing the shape of the shifting
LMI region. On the other hand, in cases where the assumption that Bu (θ(t)) only
depends on θr(t) introduces too much conservativeness, it is possible to relax this
assumption by filtering the inputs as proposed in [46])

Then, it is possible to reduce (29) to a finite number of matrix inequalities, by
rewriting it at the S ·R ·P vertices of the polytope Θ, as stated in the following
theorem:

Theorem 3. Let D (θp(t)) be an LMI region whose characteristic function de-
pends on the scheduling parameter θp(t) as in (28), and assume that a symmetric
positive definite matrix X = XT > 0 and S ·P matrices K11, . . . ,Kih, . . . ,KSP have
been found such that:{

αkl,h +βkl
(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)
X +βlkX

(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)T
}
< 0

1≤k,l≤m
(41)

for each i = 1, . . . ,S, j = 1, . . . ,R and h = 1, . . . ,P.
Then, given

[
θs(t)T θr(t)T θp(t)T ]T ∈ Θ with polytopic decompositions

(22)-(24), condition (29) results satisfied for each θ in Θ. Hence, the controller
(27) places the closed-loop poles of (16) in D (θp(t)).

Proof: Due to a basic property of matrices [47], any linear combination of
(41) with non-negative coefficients is negative definite. Hence, using the linear
combinations brought by (22)-(24) leads to:

S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))
{

αkl,h +βkl
(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)
X +βlkX

(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)T
}

< 0
1≤k,l≤m

(42)

Bringing inside the brackets ∑
S
i=1 si, ∑

R
j=1 r j and ∑

P
h=1 πh, and taking into account

the assumption that β (θp(t)) is constant, and (37)-(40), the following result is
obtained:{

αkl (θp(t))+βkl [A(θ(t))+Bu (θr(t))K (θs(t),θp(t))]X

+βlkX [A(θ(t))+Bu (θr(t))K (θs(t),θp(t))]
T
}

< 0
1≤k,l≤m

(43)

that proves the theorem. �
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Notice that (41) are bilinear matrix inequalities (BMIs) due to the products
KihX , and thus the problem to be solved is not convex. However, using the
auxiliary variables Lih = KihX , convexity is restored and the BMIs are trans-
formed into LMIs, that can be easily solved. Then, once a feasible solution{

X∗,L∗ih, i = 1, . . . ,N,h = 1, . . . ,P
}

has been found, the state-feedback gains can
be obtained as K∗ih = L∗ih(X

∗)−1.

Remark 2. As a consequence of Theorem 3, if the LMI region D (θp(t)) is in-
side the left half plane for all the possible values of θp in Θp, (41) is a sufficient
condition for the closed-loop stability of (16) with the controller (27). In cases
where the intersection between D (θp(t)) and the right half plane is not empty, the
closed-loop stability could be analyzed using the theory of LPV systems with brief
instabilities [48]. However, such analysis goes beyond the goal of this paper, and
will be addressed in future work.

Remark 3. Notice that the total number of variables that need to be found is SP+
1. The LMIs (41), together with the condition of positive definiteness of the matrix
X, can be rewritten as a single block-diagonal LMI whose size is nx(1+mSRP).

3.2. Shifting bound on the H∞ norm for LPV systems
The problem considered hereafter consists in designing the controller (27) for

the system (16)-(17) such that the closed-loop transfer function from w to z∞ sat-
isfies the shifting bound on the H∞ norm specification:

‖Tz∞w (s,θ(t))‖∞
< γ (θp(t)) (44)

As a consequence of the BRL (10), this problem is solved if there exist a
positive definite symmetric matrix X∞ = XT

∞ > 0 and an LPV state-feedback gain
K (θs(t),θp(t)) such that: (A(θ)+Bu (θ)K (θs,θp))X∞ +X∞ (A(θ)+Bu (θ)K (θs,θp))

T Bw (θ)

Bw (θ)
T −I

(Cz∞
(θ)+Dz∞u (θ)K (θs,θp))X∞ Dz∞w (θ)

· · ·

· · ·
X∞ (Cz∞

(θ)+Dz∞u (θ)K (θs,θp))
T

Dz∞w (θ)
T

−γ2 (θp) I

< 0

(45)
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holds for each θ ∈Θ1.
In this case, the assumptions that Bu (θ(t)) and Dz∞u (θ(t)) only depend on

θr(t) (also in this case, the use of a filter [46] can relax this assumption), and that
the matrices and the shifting bound vary polytopically as in (40) and as follows:

A(θ(t))
Bw (θ(t))
Cz∞

(θ(t))
Dz∞w (θ(t))

=
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))


Ai jh

Bw,i jh
Cz∞,i jh
Dz∞w,i jh

 (46)

(
Bu (θr(t))

Dz∞u (θr(t))

)
=

R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
(

Bu, j
Dz∞u, j

)
(47)

γ
2 (θp(t)) =

P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))γ2
h (48)

are needed in order to reduce the constraint (45) to a finite number of matrix
inequalities, by rewriting it at the S ·R ·P vertices of the polytope Θ, as stated in
the following theorem:

Theorem 4. Let γ (θp(t)) be a desired bound on the H∞ norm that depends on the
scheduling parameter θp(t) and assume that a symmetric positive definite matrix
X∞ = XT

∞ > 0 and S ·P matrices K11, . . . ,Kih, . . . ,KSP have been found such that: (
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)
X∞ +X∞

(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)T Bw,i jh X∞

(
Cz∞,i jh +Dz∞u, jKih

)T

BT
w,i jh −I DT

z∞w,i jh(
Cz∞,i jh +Dz∞u, jKih

)
X∞ Dz∞w,i jh −γ2

h I

< 0

(49)
for each i = 1, . . . ,S, j = 1, . . . ,R and h = 1, . . . ,P.

Then, given
[

θs(t)T θr(t)T θp(t)T ]T ∈ Θ with polytopic decompositions
(22)-(24), the condition (45) results satisfied. Hence, the controller (27) satisfies
the shifting bound on the H∞ norm specification (44).

Proof: The proof resembles the one of Theorem 3, and is omitted. �

Also in this case, although the problem to be solved is not convex, convexity
is restored using the auxiliary variables Lih = KihX .

1The dependence of θ on t has been omitted due to lack of space.
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Remark 4. Applying the Schur complement [49] to the upper-left element of
(45), the Lyapunov stability condition is obtained. Hence, the stability is guar-
anteed and there is no need to prove it separately.

Remark 5. Notice that the total number of variables that need to be found is
SP+1. The LMIs (49), together with the condition of positive definiteness of X∞,
can be rewritten as a single block-diagonal LMI whose size is nx(1+SRP)+(nw+
nz∞

)SRP.

3.3. Shifting bound on the H2 norm for LPV systems
In this case, it is wished to design the controller (27) for the system (16), (18)

such that the closed-loop transfer function from w to z2 satisfies the shifting bound
on the H2 norm specification:

‖Tz2w (s,θ(t))‖< ν (θp(t)) (50)

As a consequence of (13), the constraint (50) is equivalent to the existence
of a positive definite symmetric matrix X2 = XT

2 , a symmetric matrix Y (θ(t)) =
Y (θ(t))T and an LPV state-feedback gain K (θs(t),θp(t)) such that:

trace(Y (θ(t)))< ν
2 (θp(t)) (51)(

Y (θ(t))
X2 (Cz2 (θ(t))+Dz2u (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))

T · · ·

· · · (Cz2 (θ(t))+Dz2u (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))X2
X2

)
> 0

(52)

(A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))X2 +X2 (A(θ(t))+Bu (θ(t))K (θs(t),θp(t)))
T

+Bw (θ(t))Bw (θ(t))
T < 0

(53)
hold for each θ ∈Θ.

In this case, the assumptions that Bu (θ(t)) and Dz2u (θ(t)) only depend on
θr(t), and that the matrices and the shifting bound vary polytopically, as in (40)
and as follows:


A(θ(t))

Cz2 (θ(t))
Y (θ(t))
Bw (θ(t))

=
S

∑
i=1

si (θs(t))
R

∑
j=1

r j (θr(t))
P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))


Ai jh

Cz2,i jh
Yi jh

Bw,i jh

 (54)
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(
Bu (θr(t))

Dz2u (θr(t))

)
=

R

∑
j=1

r j (θ(t))
(

Bu, j
Dz2u, j

)
(55)

ν
2 (θp(t)) =

P

∑
h=1

πh (θp(t))ν
2
h (56)

are needed in order to reduce the constraint (51)-(53) to a finite number of matrix
inequalities, by rewriting them at the S ·R ·P vertices of the polytope Θ, as stated
in the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Let ν (θp(t)) be a desired bound on the H2 norm that depends on
the scheduling parameter θp(t) and assume that a symmetric positive definite
matrix X2 = XT

2 > 0, S · P matrices K11, . . . ,Kih, . . . ,KSP and S · R · P matrices
Y111, . . . ,Yi jh, . . . ,YSRP have been found such that:

trace
(
Yi jh
)
< ν

2
h (57)(

Yi jh
(
Cz2,i jh +Dz2u, jKih

)
X2

X2
(
Cz2,i jh +Dz2u, jKih

)T X2

)
> 0 (58)

(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)
X2 +X2

(
Ai jh +Bu, jKih

)T
+Bw,i jhBT

w,i jh < 0 (59)

for each i = 1, . . . ,S, j = 1, . . . ,R and h = 1, . . . ,P.
Then, given

[
θs(t)T θr(t)T θp(t)T ]T ∈ Θ with polytopic decompositions

(22)-(24), conditions (51)-(53) result satisfied. Hence, the controller (27) satisfies
the shifting bound on the H2 norm specification (50).

Proof: The proof resembles that of Theorem 3, and is omitted. �

Also in this case, although the problem to be solved is not convex, convexity
is restored using the auxiliary variables Lih = KihX .

Remark 6. In this case, the stability is guaranteed by the positive semidefinite-
ness of the matrix Bw (θ(t))Bw (θ(t))

T in (53) for each θ ∈Θ [50].

Remark 7. Notice that the total number of variables that need to be found is
SP(R+ 1)+ 1. The LMIs (57)-(59), together with the condition of positive def-
initeness of X2, can be rewritten as a single block-diagonal LMI of size nx(1+
2SRP)+(1+nz2)SRP.
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4. Simulation Example

The example proposed in this paper is an LPV mathematical system that illus-
trates some of the features of the proposed approach for the design of parameter-
scheduled state-feedback controllers using shifting specifications, and refers to a
continuous-time LPV system with a structure as in (16)-(17) (the H2 norm will
not be considered, because of its similarity with the H∞ norm), and with matrices
defined as follows:

A(θ(t)) =


0 1 0 0

−θp(t) −θs(t) θp(t) 0
0 0 0 1

θp(t) 0 −θp(t) −θr(t)

 (60)

Bu (θr(t)) =


0 0

θr(t) 0
0 0
0 1

 (61)

Bw =


1
0
0
0

 (62)

Cz∞
(θ(t)) =

(
θp(t) 0 0 0

)
(63)

Dz∞u = Dz∞w = 0 (64)

where θs ∈ [2,3], θr ∈ [2,3] and θp ∈ [1,2] (in this example, the subscripts s, r, p
are used following the notation explained in Section 3). Notice that the assumption
made in Section 3 about the matrix Bu depending only on the subset of varying
parameters θr(t) is verified.

4.1. Shifting pole placement
In this case, the controller gain K (θs(t),θp(t)) is designed such that the closed-

loop poles of the LPV system are placed in a disk of radius r (θp(t)) and center
(−q(θp(t)) ,0), described by the characteristic function:

fD (z,θp(t)) =
(
−r (θp(t)) q(θp(t))+ z

q(θp(t))+ z̄ −r (θp(t))

)
(65)

with r (θp(t)) and q(θp(t)) defined as:
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Table 1: Varying parameters and polytopic vertices
θs θr θp Ai jh Kih Bu, j
2 2 1 A111 K11 Bu,1
2 2 2 A112 K12 Bu,1
2 3 1 A121 K11 Bu,2
2 3 2 A122 K12 Bu,2
3 2 1 A211 K21 Bu,1
3 2 2 A212 K22 Bu,1
3 3 1 A221 K21 Bu,2
3 3 2 A222 K22 Bu,2

{
r (θp(t)) = 1+θp(t)
q(θp(t)) =−1+3θp(t)

(66)

The design is done using (41), that in this case involves nine matrix inequali-
ties in the variables X , K11, K12, K21, K22 (see Table 1):



(
−2X 2X +A111X +Bu,1K11X

2X +XAT
111 +XKT

11BT
u,1 −2X

)
< 0(

−3X 5X +A112X +Bu,1K12X
5X +XAT

112 +XKT
12BT

u,1 −3X

)
< 0(

−2X 2X +A121X +Bu,2K11X
2X +XAT

121 +XKT
11BT

u,2 −2X

)
< 0(

−3X 5X +A122X +Bu,2K12X
5X +XAT

122 +XKT
12BT

u,2 −3X

)
< 0(

−2X 2X +A211X +Bu,1K21X
2X +XAT

211 +XKT
21BT

u,1 −2X

)
< 0(

−3X 5X +A212X +Bu,1K22X
5X +XAT

212 +XKT
22BT

u,1 −3X

)
< 0(

−2X 2X +A221X +Bu,2K21X
2X +XAT

221 +XKT
21BT

u,2 −2X

)
< 0(

−3X 5X +A222X +Bu,2K22X
5X +XAT

222 +XKT
22BT

u,2 −3X

)
< 0

X > 0

(67)

that are solved using the YALMIP toolbox [51] with SeDuMi solver [52], with the
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following solution:

X =


9.5331 −23.2373 −0.0810 0.4356
−23.2373 73.5810 −0.0192 −1.1634
−0.0810 −0.0192 8.8115 −21.8937
0.4356 −1.1634 −21.8937 71.7764


K11 =

(
−1.5979 −0.9678 −0.4216 0.0135
−0.9590 0.0185 −4.0906 −1.9989

)
K12 =

(
−4.0292 −2.1305 −0.8277 −0.0080
−1.8067 0.0519 −10.7803 −5.0865

)
K21 =

(
−1.5949 −0.5824 −0.4214 −0.0138
−0.9574 0.0182 −4.0908 −1.9989

)
K22 =

(
−3.9800 −1.7225 −0.8233 −0.0081
−1.8151 0.0433 −10.7816 −5.0870

)
Table 2 lists the eigenvalues of the vertex closed-loop matrices Ai jh +Bu, jKih.

Also, Fig. 1 shows how the closed-loop poles shift according to different values of
the scheduling parameter θp, proving that the shifting pole placement specification
is correctly satisfied. In particular, it can be seen that in contrast with the classical
regional pole placement approach, where a region is selected and all the poles of
the closed-loop system are forced to be in such region, the shifting pole placement
approach allows to select different regions for different values of the scheduling
parameter θp. According to Theorem 2, the decay rate of the Lyapunov function
varies with the value of θp. This fact has the direct consequence that also the
transient dynamics varies with θp. In fact, by taking a look at the dominant poles
of the vertex systems in Table 2, one can see that the range of dominant poles for
θp = 1 (index h = 1) is [−1.4256,−1.9655], while when θp = 2 (index h = 2) the
range of the dominant poles is [−3.1499,−2.1652].

The effect of the shifting pole placement specification on the transient dy-
namics of the closed-loop system can be effectively seen by taking a look at the
free responses of the state variables, shown in Figs. 2-5. These free responses
have been obtained starting from the initial state x(0) = [ 1 0 1 0 ]T in four
different cases, three of which with constant values of the scheduling parameter
θp(t) (θp = 1, θp = 1.5 and θp = 2, corresponding to blue solid, purple dashed
and red dotted line, respectively), and one with a varying scheduling parameter
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Table 2: Closed-loop eigenvalues of the matrices Ai jh +Bu, jKih

Ai jh +Bu, jKih Eig. 1 Eig. 2 Eig. 3 Eig. 4
A111 +Bu,1K11 -1.9655+0.5672j -1.9655-0.5672j -2.0018+1.0464j -2.0018-1.0464j
A112 +Bu,1K12 -3.1499+0.4752j -3.1499-0.4752j -3.5239+0.4937j -3.5239-0.4937j
A121 +Bu,2K11 -1.4256 -1.9845 -2.9160 -3.5763
A122 +Bu,2K12 -2.1702 -2.3052 -5.9139 -6.0888
A211 +Bu,1K21 -1.6971 -2.0010+1.0459j -2.0010-1.0459j -2.4644
A212 +Bu,1K22 -2.5525 -3.5451+0.4991j -3.5451-0.4991j -3.8892
A221 +Bu,2K21 -1.4256 -2.3724+0.3890j -2.3724-0.3890j -3.5757
A222 +Bu,2K22 -2.1652 -2.4186 -5.7294 -5.9412
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Figure 1: Shifting pole placement for the LPV mathematical system.
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Figure 2: Free response of x1(t) (closed-loop).
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Figure 3: Free response of x2(t) (closed-loop).
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Figure 4: Free response of x3(t) (closed-loop).
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Figure 5: Free response of x4(t) (closed-loop).
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θp(t) = 1.5+ 0.5sin(πt/2) (corresponding to black dash-dotted line). The re-
maining scheduling parameters have been chosen as θs(t) = 2.5+ 0.5cos t and
θr(t) = 2.5+0.5sin t.

It can be seen from the figures that the closed-loop system behaves as ex-
pected: a big value of θp corresponds to faster dynamics of the closed-loop sys-
tem. In the fourth case, that is, with a time-varying θp, the dynamics of the closed-
loop system around t = 0s is the same as that of the closed-loop system scheduled
by the constant θp = 1.5. As the time increases, so does the value of θp and the
system gets faster until t = 1s when θp begins to decrease and the trend reverses,
with the system getting slower. However, this last effect and the increasing of
speed from time t = 3s are not appreciable because the steady-state has almost
been reached. The input signals u1 and u2 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It can
be seen that the bigger is θp, the bigger are the control signals, and vice versa.
This is consistent with the fact that strong control actions are required to make the
controlled system faster.
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Figure 6: Input signal u1(t).

4.2. Shifting bound on the H∞ norm
In this case, the controller gain K (θs(t),θp(t)) has been designed such that

the transfer function from w to z∞ satisfies the following desired bound on the H∞

norm:
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Figure 7: Input signal u2(t).

γ (θp(t)) =
√

0.01+0.24(θp(t)−1) (68)

Notice that the particular structure of the shifting bound (68) allows to obtain
(48) through a simple algebraic manipulation, as follows:

γ
2 (θp(t)) = π1 (θp(t))γ

2
1 +π2 (θp(t))γ

2
2 (69)

with γ2
1 = 0.01, γ2

2 = 0.25 and:

π1 (θp(t)) = 2−θp(t) π2 (θp(t)) = θp(t)−1 (70)

The design is done using (49), that in this case is made up by nine LMIs in the
variables X∞, K11, K12, K21, K22, that are solved using the YALMIP toolbox [51]
with SeDuMi solver [52], providing the following solution:

X∞ =


0.0562 −0.7985 0.0120 0.0042
−0.7985 11.9183 −0.2890 −0.0497
0.0120 −0.2890 12.1721 −6.0386
0.0042 −0.0497 −6.0386 6.1784


K11 =

(
−1588.9 −107.2 −2.5 −2.2

155.7 11.0 −1.0 −0.9

)
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K12 =

(
−12.8429 −5.2293 −2.3686 −2.4228

4.8911 3.8083 −0.5264 −1.4244

)
K21 =

(
−1570.2 −105.6 −2.4 −2.2

154.6 10.9 −1.0 −0.9

)
K22 =

(
−12.6380 −4.7831 −2.3922 −2.5209

5.7649 4.2455 −0.4902 −1.3834

)
It can be seen from the figures that the closed-loop system behaves as ex-

pected. The shifting bound on the H∞ norm specification results satisfied for
each possible value of the scheduling parameter θp, as depicted in Fig. 8. It can
be seen that the relevant feature of the shifting approach with respect to the clas-
sical H∞ design, is that it allows to specify different bounds for the H∞ norm
corresponding to different values of θp(t), thus allowing to vary online the ex-
ogenous input rejection characteristics. The effect of the proposed specification
on the closed-loop system can be seen graphically by plotting the Bode plot of
Tz∞w for different values of the parameter θp (see Fig. 9). In particular, it can
be seen that the higher is the value of θp, the higher is the peak of the magni-
tude of Tz∞w, a result that is consistent with the definition of H∞ norm and the
proposed shifting counterpart. Finally, to conclude this analysis, let us consider
a sinusoidal exogenous input w = sin(t), and let us analyse the response of the
closed-loop system to this input starting from zero initial conditions. As in the
shifting pole placement example previously presented, the simulations are per-
formed with θs(t) = 2.5+0.5cos t and θr(t) = 2.5+0.5sin t, and different values
of θp(t) have been considered for comparison purpose. The obtained results are
plotted in Fig. 10. As expected, to a small value of θp (in this case, θp = 1) corre-
sponds a stronger rejection of the exogenous input (blue solid line). By increasing
θp, e.g. to values of θp = 1.5 (purple dashed line) and θp = 2 (red dotted line),
the rejection performance of the control system decreases. When considering a
varying θp(t) = 1.5+ 0.5sin(πt/2), the rejection characteristics vary in time: at
the beginning of the simulation, when θp(t) is approximately 1.5, the response
of the system with the varying θp (black dash-dotted line) equals the one with a
constant θp = 1.5 (purple dashed line). As the time increases, so does θp(t), and
the gain of the transfer function from w to z∞ increases. Hence, the effect of the
sinusoidal signal on z∞ becomes stronger and stronger until time t = 1s, when the
varying parameter θp(t) begins to decrease again, and the trend reverses.
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Figure 8: Shifting bound on the H∞ norm.
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Figure 9: Variation of the Bode plot according to changes in θp, obtained for θs = θr = 2.
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Figure 10: Response of the closed-loop system to an exogenous input w = sin(t).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the problem of designing a parameter-scheduled state-feedback
controller that satisfies a new kind of specifications, referred to as shifting spec-
ifications, has been investigated. In particular, the regional pole placement, the
bound on the H∞ norm and the bound on the H2 norm have been extended in a
shifting sense, introducing the shifting pole placement, the shifting bound on the
H∞ norm and the shifting bound on the H2 norm specifications. The problem
has been analyzed in the LPV case, and the solution has been obtained using a
single Lyapunov function and expressed as a system of LMIs for which a feasible
solution should be found. The results obtained with an LPV mathematical exam-
ple have demonstrated the effectiveness and some characteristics of the proposed
approach. In particular, in contrast with the classical regional pole placement and
H∞/H2 control approaches, the design using shifting specifications allows to se-
lect different performances for different values of the scheduling parameters θp,
thus allowing to vary online the control system performance.

Future work will focus on applying the proposed approach to all those situ-
ations where some performance degradation could be desirable, e.g. control of
systems with saturation non-linearities and graceful performance degradation in
fault tolerant control. Moreover, since the use of a single Lyapunov function is
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potentially conservative, the application of parameter-dependent Lyapunov func-
tions will be investigated too.
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